
















  If the moon could be upset, he would switch off his light

 watching all the tiered souls and an entire planet sedated

If the moon could, it would dangle his head and snore too

watching all get more expensive, but human life ever cheaper

Oh our moon staying up late

Just walk away and don’t turn back

 this situation needs fine tuning.

 If the wind could get inside your head

to adjust it and  make you understand

how you’re over inflated and overstated

   just mocking all the sensible ones around

If the wind had any yearning or any of us cared to question

 A decade ago we would have risen and set fire to conventions

But the petrol is so expensive, so damn expensive

And if it could, the petrol would have set us on fire a while ago

If rain could cry, it wouldn’t stop

 It would clear out those who trade in religion

 If only it could cry - we would have drowned by now

Not just earth, the entire galaxy too

 But the rain is kind and gentle, even generous

So please allow me to end my sentence here too!















Oh teardrops of this cloud

Sing the woes of this story 

 A land they covered in cloth 

 Took her eyes and burned her too

Teardrops of this rainy cloud,

Protect the little ones from the coming raids

Oh teardrops of this cloud, please help us

 From our enemies’ bullets protect us

Teardrops of this cloud by the border

Clear the smog and gunpowder

 And please witness the silence of the world

 men and children just corpses in the streets lying

while the the world is all asleep

the world is still asleep
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